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Well Bred Grooming Prices  
April 29, 2020 

• All prices are subject to NJ Sales Tax. 

• Prices are not final.  Price given are only estimates.The final price depends on the time 

and work required to groom your dog.   
 

Premium Bath and Groom Packages: 
 

Premium Bath/Brush Service: Oxygen infused bath with premium upgraded Isle of Dogs shampoo, and 

conditioner when needed, blueberry facial when needed, blow-out, brush out, nail clipping, ear cleaning 

(the visible parts only, /plucking (on request only), bangs trim. 

• Extra charges apply for: trims, de-matting, de-shedding,  teeth brushing, extra-time needed, nail 

dremmeling, and extra time due to the dog condition 

 

Premium Full-Service Groom: Oxygen infused bath with premium upgraded Isle of Dogs shampoo, and 

conditioner when needed, Blueberry Facial when needed, blow-out, brush out, nail clipping, ear cleaning 

visible parts only, /plucking (on request only), custom premium haircut. 

• Extra charges apply for: de-matting, de-shedding,  teeth brushing, extra-time needed, nail 

dremmeling, and extra time due to the dog condition 

 

Matted dogs – if your dog is matted, it mosts probably has to be shaved.  

• It’s painful for the dog to be de-matted and it takes time and we won’t de-mat any dog if it will 

take more than 20-30 minuts.  

• If your dog  needs to be shaved, your charge will be increased 50% on difficulty and therefore 

extra time need  

 

Size Category Premium Bath  

Smooth 

Premium Bath 

Long or Heavy Coat 

(De-shedding, de-Matting and Trim 

if needed are extra 

X-Small  $40 and up $55 and up 

Small   $50 and up $60 and up + de-sheding $15 -20 

Medium  $65 and up $70 and up + de-sheding $25 

Large  $75 and up $85 and up + de-sheding $30 

X-Large $80 and up $100 and up + de-sheding $40 

XX-Large/Giant $100 and up $120 and up ++ de-sheding $45-50 

 
Size Category Premium  Full Groom 

Regular/Flat Coat 

Premium Full Groom 

Heavy Coat  

(Extra De-shedding and De-matting 

may be needed) 

X-Small  $68 and up $72 and up 

Small   $74 and up $78 and up + de-sheding $15 -20 

Medium  $78 and up $90 and up + de-sheding $25 

Large  $87 and up $100 and up + de-sheding $30 

X-Large $96 and up $120 and up + de-sheding $40 

XX-Large/Giant $105 and up $160 and up + de-sheding $45-50 
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Very Heavy Coated Breeds, and Breeds Requiring More Time  
Additional charges apply for: Extra de-matting, brushing out and de-shedding that take 

more than usual time for the given breed. 

Extra charges apply for trims if it’s a bath service 

 
Size Category/Breed Premium Bath Premium Full Groom 

Cavalier King Charles 

Spaniel 

Less/Flat coated: $70 and Up +de-

matting 

Heavy coated: $85 and up +$15-20 

de-sheding or extra de-matting  

Less/Flat coated: $85 and Up + extra 

de-matting 

Heavy coated: $100 and up +$15-20 

de-sheding or extra de-matting 

Cocker Spaniel  Less coated: $75 and Up +extra de-

matting 

Heavy coated: $95 and up + extra de-

matting 

Less  coated: $90 and Up + extra de-

matting 

Heavy coated: $110 and up + de-

matting 

Golden Retriver 

 

Medium Size/Less coat : $80 and up 

+$25 de-sheding +$10 trim 

Larger Size: $90 and up + $30 de-

shed+$10 trim 

 

German 

Sheppard/Husky/Akita/  

Medium size/Less Coat: $85 and up 

+$25 de-sheding +$10 trim 

Larger Size/ or More Coat: $100 and 

up + $30 de-sheding+$10 trim 

 

Austarlian Sheppard 

Bernese,  

Chow,  

Collie 

English Sheep Dog 

Great Pyrenese  

Leonberger,  

Newfounland 

St Bernard,  

Samoyed,  

Rough Collie 

Other simial type of 

coat 

 

Smaller Size: $90 and up + $20 de-

sheding +$10 trim  

 

Medium Size:  $120 and up + $25 des-

heding +$10 trim  

 

Large Size:$150 and up + $30 de-

sheding +$10 trim  

 

X- Large Size (Giant) $195 and up  + 

$35 de-sheding +$10 trim  

 

XX- Large – depends on the time 

spent $ 

Smaller Size: $120 and up + $20 de-

sheding  

 

Medium Size:  $150 and up + $25 de-

sheding  

 

Large Size: $195 and up + $30 de-

sheding  

 

X- Large  Size: $225 and up + $35 de-

sheding  

 

XX- Large – depends on the time 

spent  

Poodle & Doodle 

Type Coat   

Premium Bath 

 
Premium Full Groom 

XS (Toy Poodles)  $55 and up +extra de-mating $75 and up +extra de-mating 

Small (Small Mini) $60 and up +extra de-matting $79 and up +extra de-mating 

Medium (Larger Mini 

& Smaller Standard) 
$70 and up +extra de-mating $95 and up +extra de-matting 

Large (Standard 

Poodles and Doodles) 
$85 and up +extra de-mating $120 and up +extra de-mating 

XLarge (Standard 

Poodles and Doodles) 
$100 and up ++extra de-mating $150 and up +extra de-matting 

XXLarge Doodles $140 and up  ++extra de-matting $210 and up +extra de-mating 

 

Puppies are priced  according to the current puppy size and coat type.   
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Extra Charges: 

 With Bath Service With Full Groom 

Service 

Extra time: de-matting, extra brushing out  over what 

customary expected for the breed, extra time for older or 

scared dog or rewashing dog due to urinating 

$12 for extra 10 min 

$18 for extra 15 min 

$24 for exta 20 min 

$12 for extra 10 min 

$18 for extra 15 min 

$24 for exta 20 min 

Extra De-Shedding     

• De-Shedding Small Dog $20 $20 

• De-Shedding Medium Dog $25 $25 

• De-Shedding Large  Dog $30 $30 

• De-Shedding X-Large Dog $40 $40 

Teeth Brushing with enzymatic gel  $10 $10 

Nail Dremmeling (clipping is included) $7 $7 

Face/Feet/Sanitary Package value $15 included 

Sanitary Trim $10 included 

Poodle Feet & Face $25 included 

Feet Rouding (not poodles) $5 included 

Bangs Trim included included 

Late Pickup Fee for every 1 hour started  till 5 pm $15/hour $15/hour 

Late Pickup Fee for every 5 minutes after 5 pm $5 for every 5 min $5 for every 5 min 

 

Nails Clipping (stand alone) - $18,  with dremmel - $25 

 

 

De-shedding Service (in addition to de-mating) 
De-shedding includes the special formulated Furminator shampoo and Conditioner that helps lift out any 

excess hair and is followed up by using tools specifically designed to get all loose, brittle hair off the 

animal) 

It doesn’t include the time needed for demating  

 


